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Abstract
Coastal West Africa has some of the richest fishing grounds in the world due to its climatic and
ecological conditions, yet poverty in this region is severe and widespread despite its fishing
asset. The fishery resources could have contributed more to coastal West Africa’s economic
growth if managed in a more efficient and sustainable manner. So far, the World Bank has
finished phase I of the West Africa Regional Fisheries Program to improve fisheries
management. However, few impact evaluations have been done to support such interventions
due to insufficient evidence in outcomes and gap in the changing theories. In developing the
second phase of the program, the World Bank hopes to ensure that the project design is able to
support an evidence-based decision-making process and a robust impact evaluation. This MP
develops a concept note for the project design team to scope an impact evaluation for the phase
II program, using the project management methodology, Theory of Change (ToC). This
concept note includes 1) discussing the gap in phase I project design; 2) reconstructing a ToC
for phase I; 3) developing a ToC for phase II; and 4) recommending methods for measuring
the impact of the phase II interventions.
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List of Acronyms
APL

Adaptable Program Loan

WARFP

West Africa Regional Fisheries Program

PAD

Project Appraisal Document

ToC

Theory of Change

“phase I”

Phase I of series A in WARFP

“phase II”

Phase II of series A in WARFP

BACI

Before-after-control-impact

CHANS

Coupled Human and Natural Systems

CPUE

Catch per unit effort
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I.

Introduction

Background Introduction
Coastal West Africa (defined here as the countries from Mauritania to Ghana
inclusive) has some of the richest fishing grounds in the world due to its climatic and
ecological conditions, which contributes to an estimated wholesale value of US$2.5 billion
per year (The World Bank, 2009). In these countries, agricultural and other natural resources
sectors have experienced stagnation or decline (Alder & Sumaila, 2004). Although new
natural resources were discovered in some countries, marine resources has been and is still
expected to play an important role in the long-term growth of these countries (Lange, Wodon,
& Carey, 2018). Economically, almost all of these countries depend heavily on marine
resources for economic growth. As of 2009, fisheries accounts for at least 10 percent of
national GDP in some of these countries and up to 30 percent of export revenues (The World
Bank, 2009). The fishery sector also provided jobs for more than 3 million people in the
region (The World Bank, 2009). Socially, the fish resource is the main source of cheap
animal protein for people in the region (Belhabib, Sumaila, & Pauly, 2015). Culturally,
fishery activities have been an important part of life in some of the countries (Ben-Yami &
Anderson, 1985).
The rich fishing asset and its importance to this region should have made it
contributed more to coastal West Africa countries’ economic growth, yet poverty in this
region is severe and widespread (The World Bank, 2009). Five of the countries in the region,
Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia and Sierra Leone, have a GDP lower than US$1000
per capita and were classified as low-income countries by the World Bank as of 2015 (Figure
1) (The World Bank, 2017).
In fact, the natural fishing asset in the region has been heavily underperforming as of
2009 (The World Bank, 2009). Two direct causes of this underperforming problem are: 1)
FAO estimated in 2006 that all West African fishing grounds are fully or over-exploited,
which has led to declining stock and therefore declining fish catches (Belhabib et al., 2015);
2) A great amount of the fish catch was taken by foreign vessels or even illegal vessels, and
few of them land and process fish locally in these countries, which prevents the resources
from contributing to the local economy (Virdin, 2017). The World Bank further identified
poor fishery management as the key root cause of this underperforming problem, which
includes three main aspects: 1) low capacity to govern and manage 2) illegal fishing problem
3) low value added locally (The World Bank, 2009). Because of the potential environmental,
economic and social benefits that may be achieved if fish resources are better managed, the
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World Bank designed the 3-phase West Africa Regional Fisheries Program (WARFP)
targeting fishery management problems (The World Bank, 2009).

Figure 1. GDP map of the Africa.

The program was designed to conduct the intervention through 1) horizontally, 3
series of overlapping Adaptable Program Loans (APLs) each has different West African
countries enrolled on a rolling and voluntary basis, and 2) vertically, 3 five-to-ten-year phases
for each APL (Figure 2) (The World Bank, 2009). The countries in each series don’t have to
remain the same over vertical time phases, so that to allow flexibility and encourage positive
spillover effect across countries through regional cooperation (The World Bank, 2009). The
vertical design allows each phase to have different and incremental focus. The 3-series-3phases scale is called the WARFP program, and each series at each phase is called a project
in WARFP.
Phase I of series A (referred to as “phase I” in this report) started in 2009 and was
completed in 2017. It included a $75 million investment in four countries: Cape Verde,
Liberia, Senegal, Sierra Leon, as shown on the bottom map in Figure 2. Now the program is
at the planning stage of phase II of series A (referred to as “phase II” in this report) which is
expected to close in 2024, budgeting $153 million, with four countries -- Cabo Verde, Guinea
Bissau, Senegal, and Gambia as shown in Figure 2 -- according to the draft phase II PAD.
Phase I project focused on building a foundation for fishery management systems and
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facilities, and Phase II project will focus on regional coordination (The World Bank,
Unpublished PAD for phase II).

Figure 2

Existing Evidence and Gap
When wrapping up the phase I project, one problem was that it was difficult to answer
why and how phase I worked, because no impact evaluation was done due to insufficient data.
Outputs of phase I were well recorded; however, evidence of outcomes and longer-term
impacts was insufficient to support an ex-post impact evaluation. Given that achieving outputs
doesn’t necessarily translates into achieving outcomes, we need to have data collected for
indicators of both outcomes and outputs, to be able to say that we reached the project goal
(outcome) through this channel (output)1. Answering this question of whether the phase I
worked, and through which channel did it worked, is very important in various dimensions.
Such evaluation helps the program team to learn from phase I and adjust practices in phase II;
it helps the team to report to the donors and the higher-level organizations; it helps to persuade
donors to continuing funding for the next phases2. Therefore, at the outset of Phase II, the
WARFP team is interested in incorporating a robust impact evaluation into the program’s
monitoring plan, in order to have a more strategic planning for phase II financing and evidencebased policy making. To do the impact evaluation, it is important to design realistic goals and
clarify pathway to the outcomes before project implementation (Rogers, 2014). This report
develops a concept note for the project design team to scope an impact evaluation for the phase
II WARFP, using the project management methodology, Theory of Change (ToC). This
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concept note includes 1) discussing the gap in phase I project design; 2) reconstructing a ToC
for phase I; 3) developing a ToC for phase II; and 4) recommending methods for measuring
the impact of the phase II interventions.

II.

Methodology

Theory of Change
When a development project is finished, rather than asking “whether the project worked
or not”, donors and researchers are more and more interested in also asking “why and how the
project worked” (OECD, 2006). Asking the “whether” question guide us to monitor outcomes.
But recording only outcomes would lead to “black box evaluations” – which “give a finding
on impact, but no indication as to why and how the intervention is or is not doing” (OECD,
2006). To answer the “why” question, looking inside the box or along the causal chain is
required (OECD, 2006). Theory of Change (ToC) is a methodology that helps with project
design and guides project impact evaluation. It is usually done ex-ante before project
implementation, mapping out the causal chain from input to long-term impact at the planning
stage of a project, in order to answer the “why” question – what needs to be done to move from
current situation to intended situation (OECD, 2006).
There have been many discussions on the difference between a ToC and a logic frame
work, or log frame (Bullen, 2013; Green, 2012, 2013). Some has used them in a similar way,
especially when the project planning included only either ToC or log frame. Where they are
considered differently, a log frame could be seen as the linear chain of ToC, which maps out
the change within the project scale, while a ToC includes factors beyond the project scale in a
bigger picture, including social backgrounds, other on-going projects, etc (Prinsen & Nijhof,
2015).
In order to scope a robust project impact evaluation, an ex-ante ToC including a holistic
view of assumptions and a context in which the project/programme lies is necessary (OECD,
2006). This is because1, 2:
(a) Factors outside of project could also contribute to the same intended impact. For
example, if other development programs are happening in the region and have a
temporal or regional overlap with our program, it would be very difficult to design
the control and treatment counterfactual in impact evaluation, if a ToC has not put
these outside factors into consideration.
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(b) A big picture consideration of the project could help us view the assumptions that
sit in the logic chain holistically. Risks are often the other side of assumptions.
Assuming the government will fully participate in the program reminds us the risk
of government feeling threatened or uncomfortable, which may negatively impact
the project implementation. These assumptions and risks are usually beyond the
project control, and ToC helps us think about the cultural, political and social
background of where the project happens.
(c) Doing ToC ex-ante allows us to collect data for a robust impact evaluation along
with the experiment design, instead of collecting a set of data first, followed by
trying to draw some conclusion from what data is available.
Both a ToC and a logframe typically include the following elements: along the causal
chain from input to goal, there are inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes aka intermediate results,
impact a.k.a. development objectives, and goal a.k.a. overall impact (Roberts, 2012; Vogel,
2012). Outputs are usually direct results from project activities, for example, people are trained
(output) because of workshops held (activities)1, 2. Outcomes are also at the project/program
level, but one step closer to the actual project goal, for example, governance capacity developed.
But neither getting people trained nor building capacity is the ultimate goal of a project1, 2.
Moving further, we could make an educated guess that built capacity would contribute to better
management of resources, which in a long term contributes to the nation’s economy (goal).
Along the causal chain, the further the impact is (improved national economy, etc.) from the
input, the more difficult it is to attribute it to one particular intervention (Vogel, 2012). This is
because the further the impacts are on the causal chain, the more assumptions and external
factors there is. For example, to achieve higher electric use from electrification, it may only
take one assumption of “people need electrification, so they would participate”, but to move to
the improvement of health, it takes many assumptions such as “water quality is not too bad,
political stability, etc.”, which are outside of the project control2. Also, the impact and goals
take a longer time to be seen than outputs and intermediate outputs. For researchers, these
longer-term impacts could take 5 years to show, and for those who practice the projects, it
could mean decades1. The longer period introduces uncertainties, which also makes it very
difficult to set control and treatment in impact evaluation design.
Horizontally, it follows the logic of: given the outputs are achieved and if the
assumptions for outputs are met, the outputs together should contribute to intermediate results;
given the intermediate results and its assumptions met, they should contribute to the impact,
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and so on2 (Figure 3). Assumptions on each level of objectives are important parts in fulfilling
the logic chain of how change happens. Also, by identifying assumptions in a logic way, it
helps us identify risks in reaching the project goal, as risks and assumptions are often two sides
of the coins; for example, assuming “local government is favorable of the capacity building
interventions” reminds us of the risk of “them not willing to fully participate”, which should
then be bear in mind in project implementation2.
Measurable indicators are used to examine whether each level of objective is reached.
For each indicator identified in ToC there is supposed to have data collected at the baseline
year, target year when project ends, and milestone years by means of verification2. When
targets are reached for all the indicators for an objective, it could be thought as this objective
being met. However, picking the indicators can often be complicated, because we hope them
to represent the identified objective as comprehensively as possible, but at the same time keep
the costly monitoring work at minimum (Roberts, 2012).

Figure 3. Source: Francis Webb Project Design slides.

A ToC is particularly useful when we want to learn from an impact evaluation
conducted in one case and then apply to another case (Rogers, 2014). Thus, it would be helpful
conducting an ex-post impact evaluation for a pilot or Phase I project determining whether the
intervention had an impact on the target regions, and whether this effect can be attributed to
the intervention (OECD, 2006). However, the indicators and assumptions for Phase I outcomes
and impact wasn’t made explicit, which makes it difficult to measure or to conduct an impact
evaluation.
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To construct a ToC that could guide a robust impact evaluation at the end of Phase II,
we (a) reconstructed a ToC for Phase I assuming being at the planning stage of Phase I; (b)
compare the ToC with the logframe in the Phase I Project Appraisal Document; and (c)
reconstruct a ToC for Phase II, give recommendations on data collection, methods for
comparing counterfactuals, and impact evaluation.

Preparing for ToC
It is important to identify stakeholders before constructing a ToC, because the benefits
and risks we may get from the stakeholders should be taken into consideration in project
planning. Identifying stakeholders beforehand also help with participation, which is necessary
to project success and sustainability (OECD, 2006). Stakeholders for Phase II are identified
as follow:
Primary stakeholders:
•

Small scale fishery; fishing individuals, households and communities: who are the
main beneficiaries, and fish coop could potentially be formed from them.

•

Low-income groups in coastal region: main beneficiaries from activities that
increase local value of fishing

•

Government staffs: affected and participate directly from/in capacity building
activities

•

(If any) people facing involuntary settlement due to fishing facilities constructing.

Secondary stakeholders:
•

The World Bank: Funding and program overseeing

•

GEF: Co-funding

•

Local and national government (legislation and executive): borrower,
beneficiaries, support provider

•

Fish coop (once formed): beneficiaries, project partner

•

Local NGOs (if any): support provider

•

Foreign & large-scale fishing companies

•

Outside group to supervise governance: could be committee from fish co-op, etc.

•

Related non-government private and public groups, such as fish dealers and
distributors, marketing organizations, manufacturers, suppliers and their agents,
banks, religious leaders, etc. (FAO)

•

Form regional fishery union: for regional cooperation
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Also, problem tree for the phase II project can be found in Annex 1, which helps
identify the goals in ToC.

III.

Key Deliverables
The overall goal of this study is to provide a robust ToC that can support and guide

the impact evaluation and assessment of the Phase II project of WARFP. As discussed in the
method session, a study on pilot projects is helpful for developing a ToC, and the recentlyfinished Phase I project provides great previous experience and can serve as a pilot project.
Thus, the result session includes five parts: examining Phase I ToC develop by the World
Bank, gap in this ToC, reconstruction of a Phase I ToC and camparison to the original one,
developing a ToC for Phase II, and providing suggestions to Phase II.

Phase I ToC developed by the World Bank
a. Implicit hierarchy of objectives and indicators
Instead of a ToC, the World Bank developed a “results framework” for the Phase I
WARFP in Annex 3 of the Project Appraisal Document. It was developed in the form of a
result matrix, with objective hierarchies, indicators of objectives, and use of objective output
(Table 1). Table 1 shows an example of Phase I World Bank-developed result framework.
The major components of the project Phase I are listed under the objective hierarchy
“intermediate outcomes”. The sub-components such as “improved fisheries MCS systems”
that contributes to the completion of key components such as “reduction of illegal fishing”
are listed together. The advantage of listing the components and sub-components together is
that it helps the readers to see the interventions chunk-by-chunk; a whole component chunk
includes the key interventions and the sub-goals (Figure 4). This could lead to confusions
when the components (a.k.a. “outcomes”) and sub-components (a.k.a. “outputs”), which
belong to different levels of objective hierarchy, are matched with only one level of
indicators (Figure 4). The indicators could become implicit about the questions: which
indicator is the evidence of this particular sub-component? Do the indicators provide
evidence to only sub-components (outputs), only components (outcomes), or both?
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Table 1

Figure 4

Although some may argue that a framework like this shouldn’t be too detailed in
putting goals into too many levels, we think it necessary for the WARFP series projects to
level the outputs and outcomes into different hierarchies. The projects of WARFP are large in
scale, and if evidence is only collected for outcomes, we would lose track of the channel
through which change happened. Also, reaching all of the sub-components outputs does not
necessarily translate into reaching the outcomes, because some assumptions about factors
outside of the project control have to be made between the output and outcomes level. Hence,
in reconstructing Phase I ToC in the following session, we separated the outputs and
outcomes levels, and matched them with different level of indicators (Figure 5).
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Figure 5

The terminologies World Bank used to name objective hierarchies from input
interventions to high level goal are: Intermediate Outcomes which refers to the key
component goals of this Phase I project, PDO APL-A1 which refers to the overall goal of the
Phase I project, and APL Overall Program Objective which refers to the overall goal of the
WARFP Program. ToC and result framework can function as an illustration tool to show
people the idea of a program. Although different organizations often have different ways of
naming the objective hierarchies, including program-specific terminologies such as APL in a
result framework or a ToC may weaken their function as an illustration tool. In reconstructing a Phase I ToC in this report, we adopted the terminologies for objective
hierarchies that are commonly used by the World Bank such as outputs and outcomes, and
also others commonly used in the project management field such as intermediate, overall and
super goals (Figure 6) (Roberts, 2012). It is worth paying attention that the word
“intermediate” in the World Bank Phase I document refers to the mid stage of the Phase I
project, while in this report, “intermediate” refers to the mid stage of the WARFP program.
This allows us to develop the result framework into a ToC by putting the project into a big
picture view.
One other point in the objective hierarchy that wasn’t made very clear is the overlap
in Project Development Objective (PDO APL-A1) and the Intermediate Outcomes (Figure 6).
In the result framework developed in Phase I PAD, although they seem to be in two objective
levels, the content of the PDO APL-A1 and Intermediate Outcomes were essentially similar
meanings in alternative expressions:
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“PDO APL-A1: To strengthen the capacity of Cape Verde, Liberia, Senegal and
Sierra Leone to govern and manage targeted fisheries, reduce illegal fishing and
increase local value added to fish products.”
“Intermediate Outcomes: (1) Good Governance and Sustainable Fisheries
Management (2) Reduction of Illegal Fishing (3) Increasing the Contribution of
Marine Fish Resources to the Local Economies (4) Coordination, Monitoring &
Evaluation and Program Management.”
which further lead to the unclarity of indicators. In our report, we identified them as the
project level goal, “outcomes” (Figure 6).

Figure 6

Although many debates exists in the differences and similarities among logic
framework, result framework and ToC, it is commonly believed that a ToC is different from
the other two in that it thinks beyond the project and/or program scale, it put the project in a
big picture context to help better identify assumptions and risks, and it is more capable of
guiding an impact evaluation (Roberts, 2012). Therefore, if a ToC was to be developed for
Phase I project, making explicit the longer-term goals in the objective hierarchy as well as the
causal link to these goals would be helpful. In our report, the goals beyond program level but
are related to the program and the World Bank’s mission are included in ToC as Super Goal
and Overall Goal.
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b. Implicit Causal Chain
As discussed in the methodology session, a ToC maps out the causal chain from input
to longer term goals. It answers the question of: what is required to move from one objective
level to the next. But in real world cases, what is required is often different from what is
under the project/program’s control. Low or high risks of problems that are fully or partly
outside of our project control could impede us from moving to the next level goal. Thus,
assumptions must be made for the uncontrollable parts that they wouldn’t be a hinder to the
change channel. The controllable parts in the objective hierarchy and the assumptions about
those not-fully-controllable parts not being a problem together forms the sufficient condition
of moving to the next level objective. For example, the causal chain from outputs to
outcomes is that if the project outputs are completed successfully and the assumptions
between outputs and outcomes hold, outputs shall have contributed to outcomes (Figure 7).

Figure 7

Reconstructing the Phase I (APL-A1) Theory of Change
The ToC was constructed based on the overall format of a log frame, with the
consideration beyond the project and program scale. ToC for Phase I extracted the objectives
from the PAD and added assumptions and indicators to form a complete logic chain. The
project level objectives items are mostly kept the same except for the changes in orders and
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level of objectives, as they have already been assigned certain amount of budget. The basic
framework of ToC I is briefed in Figure 8. It could be read in the way: first only the
objective hierarchy from up to bottom, and second bottom-up following the “objective plus
assumption to move to next level” logic. We kept most of the indicators that was decided in
Phase I PAD, but also added some others that we think would be important evidences to
measure the impacts, with the consideration of cost and budget. The indicators marked as
black color are the ones the World Bank already had, and we thought useful. The ToC matrix
is shown as follow.

Figure 8
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Phase I (APL-A1) Theory of Change
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*Legend
Indicators in red: Indicators not mentions in PAD
Indicators in Black: Indicators mentioned as the same or similar in result framework in PAD
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Phase II (SOP-A2) Theory of Change
ToC for Phase II was first constructed individually after reading the baseline study but
without seeing the existing draft logframe from the World Bank draft PAD for Phase II, in
order to independently brainstorm the potential risks and evidence needed as holistically as
we could. Then we used the objective hierarchy from the draft PAD, because these are what
the World Bank is capable of within the budget. We adapted idea into the framework given
by the objective hierarchies.
The indicators marked as black color are the ones the World Bank already had, and
we thought useful. The indicators marked as red are those in addition to the existing ones.
They are recommended for one or some of the following reasons:
(1) There is a sub-goal identified by the PAD, but there has not been an indicator for
this goal. For example, indicators for output 2.1 & 3.1.
(2) The goal is newly identified and marked in red as well, so the indicators for this
goal is in additional to the existing PAD. For example, output 1.4 & 1.5 and their indicators.
(3) Indicators are only identified for the output levels of goals in the existing PAD,
but not for outcome level objectives (draft PAD Annex 1: Detailed Project Description; part
B) Overall project description). It was the same situation for the phase I (Figure 4). So, the
indicators for outcome level objectives are newly identified.
(4) Factors that recommended by previous research/literature as important, and is
related to the particular goal, but not yet have an indicator. For example, women and children
participation for output 2.3.
The basic framework of ToC II and ways to read the matrix is the same as ToC I
above (Figure 8). A ToC logic map can be found in Annex 2, which briefs the logic of the
following ToC matrix, with objectives flow and assumptions in the flow.
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*Legend
Indicators in red: Indicators not mentions in PAD
Indicators in Black: Indicators mentioned as the same or similar in result framework in PAD
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IV.

Discussions

Use of ToC
An informative ToC usually requires participatory events, where the interest, need
and feasibility are fully discussed. However, a direct communication with the key program
beneficiaries and stakeholders is beyond the scale of this report. Although local situation is
considered in constructing the ToC to the best effort through literature review and
interviewing the project managers and members, project managers would need to use it
critically, and be flexible with real world situation and time changes.
The ToC is “an expression of a logic framework” but look beyond the project
holistically and analyze the assumptions underlying the change theory more explicitly
(OECD, 2006). Our ToC I tried to bridge the gap between the original result framework and a
ToC by analyzing the assumptions underlying each level of objectives, which should have
been done ex-ante if we want to do a robust impact evaluation at the end of Phase I. Based on
this lesson learned, the ToC II we constructed ex-ante tried to map out the causal chain
explicitly. Discussing the assumptions not only fills the gap in the logic chain, but also help
to make sure the change theory “allows for the major external factors influencing outcomes
(OECD, 2006). Assumptions analysis helps identifying risks, so that the project team may
choose to take actions to lower the risk or keep the risk in mind.
ToC also helped suggesting the indicators for measuring the impact of interventions.
Monitoring and recording the measurable indicators could provide evidences for each level of
objectives, so that the channel through which change happened is tracked. This information
can support an evidence-based decision-making process and a robust impact evaluation.

Designing an Ex-post Impact Evaluation for Phase II
(Part of class work for PubPol590 Impact Evaluation: Energy and at Duke University
Sanford School of Public Policy taught by Dr. Robyn Meeks)
A ToC maps out the data need to be collected for each levels of goals throughout project
implementation period, and the potential risks in moving from one level to the next. Designing
the impact evaluation before project implementation is one of the key-uses of constructing a
ToC, so that we would have a chance to ensure baseline is recorded, and double check that ToC
guides us to collect data needed for evaluation. It is also more logical to design the impact
evaluation before project implementation and have the needed data when doing it, instead of
drawing random conclusions ex-post from the all the data collected. This is the focus of this
session.
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a. Existing Evidence
Evans et al. did a meta-analysis on impact assessment of fisheries co-management
interventions which include 221 potential programs in over 50 developing nations (Evans,
Cherrett, & Pemsl, 2011). The programs are mostly funded by donor agencies and are mostly
long-term programs, which is similar to the WARFP program. However, only 29 out of 221
cases were included in their meta-analysis due to the cases’ lack of data recorded. Also, instead
of the impact evaluation we are seeking to study, the impact assessment was identified as
comparing the project performance against its pre-stated goal. The message we could take from
this study is that data collection is a common gap in fishery management projects worldwide.
Only two cases out of the 29 cases in Evans et al.’s meta-analysis was in Africa. The
2010 study in Kenya investigated the effect of fishery closure and gear restrictions on fishing
income using before-after-control-impact (BACI) design (Timothy R McClanahan, 2010). The
BACI design is conceptually similar to a difference-in-difference design, but a preimplementation assumption check on equal trend was not seen in this article, probably because
an impact evaluation on the intervention was not the focus. In fact, when mentioning impact
evaluation or program evaluation, many research papers in fishery management was referring
to evaluating the process and effectiveness of the project, instead of investigating the causal
inference of the intervention (e.g. Gordon Jr, 1994; Pomeroy, Pollnac, Predo, & Katon, 1996).
Like McClanahan et al. 2008, many other studies investigated the effect of reservation zone or
gear or regulations on fish abundance, using time-series analysis (e.g. Mason, Hazen, Bograd,
Dewar, & Crowder, 2019), t-test (e.g. Uehara, Ebisawa, Ohta, & Aomuma, 2019) or regression
models (Tim R McClanahan, Hicks, & Darling, 2008). However, these studies did not discuss
causal inference. This suggests that: 1) a real impact evaluation with causal inference
discussion may have not been commonly used in fisheries or marine policy projects; a metaanalysis is needed to make this claim; 2) For those who have more or less addressed causal
relationship, the common approach in the field is BACI, a method that is conceptually similar
to difference-in-difference method in the development economics field3.
Ferraro et al. in the paper Causal Inference in Coupled Human and Natural Systems
discussed the approaches and assumptions to make causal claims in systems that involve both
biophysical clusters and human clusters (Ferraro, Sanchirico, & Smith, 2019). Assumption
check for the causal inference approach is challenging, and gap exists in many of the studies in
the field (Ferraro et al., 2019). It is because fishery is a Coupled Human and Natural Systems
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(CHANS), meaning that random assignment of shock or intervention is rarely feasible. (Ferraro
et al., 2019). In consistent with the previous literature reviews, they also mentioned that the
common approach to estimate the impact in such system would be a BACI design or a
difference-in-differences design, which requires pre-implementation equal trend assumptions
(Ferraro et al., 2019). But in reality, there has been a gap in making causal claims3. This impact
evaluation proposal tries to suggest method for evaluating phase II WARFP after its completion,
with a ToC underpinning the project, as well as the completed phase I project serving as a pilot.
b. Outcome of Interest
The research question to be answered at the end of phase II project would then be: 1)
have we reached our phase II project goal? 2) are we able to attribute the fact that we’ve reached
phase II goal to the interventions?
To answer the first question, we would need a ToC that makes explicit the project level
goals, and the indicators for these goals. This is discussed earlier in thie report and shown in
Figure 9. This ToC matrix would be the guide to collect data on each indicator. Besides what’s
shown in Figure 9, the project team would also set milestones and targets for each indicator.
Comparing the target against collected data showing what is achieved would answer the
“whether we achieved the goal” question. The ToC approach of answering this question also
helps us clarify what the outcome of interest for the impact evaluation is. Because we are at the
planning stage of phase II project of WARFP and trying to design an impact evaluation to be
conducted after the project implementation completes, the outcome and intervention we are
looking at should ideally be on the project level, instead of the WARFP program level.
However, some important indicators I designed are yes/no questions (Figure 9), which are
measurable, but not quantifiable, thus difficult to use as an indicator for impact evaluation.
Also, it would be costlier to do separate impact evaluations on multiple outcomes. Therefore,
I decided to use a higher-level (program level) outcome indicator for the impact evaluation,
catch per unit effort (CPUE), which is an indicator for the abundance of target species (Silvius,
Bodmer, Fragoso, & Fragoso, 2004). Thus, it captures the further impact of “improved
management” and “improved enabling environment” in the WARFP. Logically, CPUE is the
indicator of the program level goal “Sustainably increase the overall wealth generated by the
exploitation of the marine fisheries resources of West Africa”; it indicates the potential result
of reaching the project level goal (if certain assumptions are met).
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Figure 9. Outcome Level of ToC Developed for Phase II.

CPUE typically measures fish catch of a target species per standardized unit of effort
(Gulland, 2013). The effort could include measures such as size and type of fishing gear, time
of gear in water, efficiency of fish catches, etc (Gulland, 2013). CPUE with standardized “effort”
could be for example, number of tunas catch per hour per square meters of trawl, so that we
are comparing apples to apples. Thus, we can assume that a decreasing CPUE suggests overfishing of the target species, and a constant CPUE indicates sustainable fishing (Silvius et al.,
2004). Choosing CPUE as the outcome of interest to measure is also due to the following
reasons. CPUE is commonly used as a measure of marine policy or fisheries intervention
outcomes in the previous studies (e.g. cases as included in Evans et al., 2011’s meta-analysis:
Halls, Mustafa, & Rab, 2005; Timothy R McClanahan, 2010; Tim R McClanahan et al., 2008;
Silvius et al., 2004). Measuring CPUE does not affect routine work and encourages community
based management because of its relative easiness to collect and analyze (Silvius et al., 2004).
The intervention that will be studied in the impact evaluation would be the phase II project
as a whole. As shown in Figure 9, there are three key outcomes, each with a few outputs and
activities input. The inputs work together to reach the outcome. For example, adding patrol
days itself could not lead to reduced illegal fishing; it has to be combined with a set of other
inputs such as establishing a policy framework. Thus, treating all these sub-level activities as
a whole makes the most sense, although we may not able to know exactly which input activity
works the best.
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c. Context and Methods
As discussed in the literature review session, BACI, an approach similar to differencein-difference and commonly used in marine policy intervention, has actually not often been
adapted in the way it should. So, the method difference-in-difference becomes a potential
choice of approaching the phase II impact evaluation. This method is more suitable
comparing to the others because: 1) the assignment rule is not clear (Gertler, Martinez,
Premand, Rawlings, & Vermeersch, 2016); the countries enroll based on their willingness
and the World Bank’s evaluation, which naturally include un-observables and makes
randomized intervention infeasible; 2) conceptually, “the difference-in-difference model
compares the changes in outcomes over time between units in controls and treatments”,
which more directly answers our question of interest (Gertler et al., 2016).
The unit that receives treatments is identified as small-scale fishing vessels. Four
countries will be involved. Treatment groups will be in Cape Verde and Senegal – the
countries participating in phase II WARFP, and control groups will be in Ghana and Sierra
Leone – the countries not participating in phase II WARFP (Figure 10). The reason of
choosing these countries will be discussed in the next paragraph with assumptions discussion.
Four stations could be selected in each country, having them distributed (hopefully equal
distance) along the country’s coast line, and 25 small-scale fishing vessels could be randomly
selected from each station. The distribution arrangement is based on the assumption that
spillover effect (fish moving from area with intervention to area without intervention) is
related to distance (Francini-Filho & Moura, 2008). Spillover effect is generally expected to
influence fish abundance within 500m or 0.31 mi (Francini-Filho & Moura, 2008). The
distance between control groups and treatment groups is far beyond this 500m distance
(Figure 11), so we can assume the spillover effect is not problematic; but distributed stations
along the coastal line may also help taking distance into account.
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Figure 10.

Figure 11. Google map.
The assumption of the difference-in-difference method is that the outcome of interest
have equal trend between control groups and treatment groups if no intervention happens
(Gertler et al., 2016). This means that we have to assume CPUE in the control countries and in
the treatment countries will move in the same trend if phase II does not happen. To do the
assumption validity check, one approach we can take is to check if equal trend is visible in a
period before phase II implementation (Gertler et al., 2016). If equal trend was seen before
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implementation, then we assume that equal trend will continue during the proposed
implementation period if treatment is absent (Gertler et al., 2016). The fact that all these four
countries were involved in phase I project (2009-2017), but two of them are not going to be
treated intervention in phase II (2018-2024) provides us a good opportunity for the diff-in-diff
method and its validity check (Figure 12). All of them have data needed for outcome recorded
across phase I period, so that validity check is possible; and two of them will no longer
participate, so that they could be the comparison group.
To address the endogeneity problem, other confounders need to be built in the model,
including both biophysical aspect and human aspect as suggested by Ferraro et al., 2019. The
authors suggested that confounders on biophysical side identified by previous BACI studies
often include “habitat type, species richness, biomass, and other environmental variables such
as temperature” (Ferraro et al., 2019). In this phase II project, we identify water temperature as
an important confounder that needs to have data collected, due to the region’s vulnerability to
climate change and the time scale of the program. Ferraro et al. also suggested potential
confounders that could be identified from the human aspect, including “harvest technology, the
scale of the exploited resource, market types and proximity, proximity to fishing ports and
processing infrastructure, employment in other fisheries or outside of fisheries, the
management regime or institutional setting, and other sociocultural factors” (Ferraro et al.,
2019).

Figure 12.
Potential limitations and concerns still exists. Firstly, although as discussed above,
spillover effect should not be problematic because of the distance, it may have larger impact
than expected, especially for some particular fish species. Besides, it is widely studied that
CPUE as an abundance indicator may not reflect abundance very well in all cases (Harley,
Myers, & Dunn, 2001). Harley et al. suggested that CPUE may remain high when abundance
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declines, and the precision of it reflecting abundance vary by fish species; it performs better in
flatfish (Harley et al., 2001). Thus, I might suggest including flatfish as one of the target
species to look at for CPUE (Figure 10). Thirdly, having CPUE as outcome of interest reflects
only the “management” part and “enabling environment” part of the phase II project, but not
the “add value locally” part, so the result of this impact evaluation alone may not give us a
comprehensive view of the phase II project.
d. Implementation and Expected Outputs
This impact evaluation should not add too much burden to the data collection team,
since data for the participating countries (treatment) will be reported to dashboard as a part of
the project. However, since the control groups in Ghana and Sierra Leone will not be a part of
phase II, data collection for them was not a part of the project plan, and extra budget would be
needed. Indicators needed to calculate CPUE is built in the ToC. Besides, standardizing
“fishing effort” for CPUE calculation needs records such as trawl size, trawl power, time of
fishing every day, etc. as well as expert consultation on the best practice of standardizing effort.

Figure 13.
Data collection for outcome measure is expected to be at least able to fill in this matrix in
Figure 13, so that to conduct the impact evaluation. Using the model
Y = α + βT + γt + δ (T · t) + ε
where Y is the outcome, T = 0/1 is when observation is in a controlled/treatment group, t = 0/1
is when it’s before/after treatment, and ε captures random effect (David Albouy). δ would be
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the difference-in-difference estimator of the phase II project’s impact on the change of CPUE.
The expect result is that we first see a rise in CPUE, and then a remained level of CPUE in the
countries participating in phase II. If this result is seen, proceeding into phase III project would
be more persuasive to the donors, and suggests that regional cooperation could be considered
in the future. Because phase II project focused more on regional cooperation between all
participating countries, the result would be more generalizable for future projects that features
regional cooperation.
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